**MAP - WHERE PEOPLE WERE**

- W TO FLIGHT 93
  - SHANKSVILLE, PA
  - GORDON FELT

- N TO BOSTON
  - SUSAN RETIK

- HIGH SCHOOL FOR LEADERSHIP
  - PUBLIC SERVICE
  - ADA DOLCH

- PATH Train Tunnel

- World Trade Center

- TRIBUTE CENTER
  - LEE IELPI

- BROOKLYN BATTERY TUNNEL
  - NORMA HARDY

- Squad 288

- COPO CENTER
  - MOHAMMAD RAZVI

- 3WTC Hotel

- Flight 175 Crashes Here

- MARY LEE HANNELL

- 2WTC South Tower

- Flight 11 Crashes Here

- 1WTC North Tower

- 4WTC

- 5WTC

- 6WTC

- 7WTC

- S TO WASHINGTON D.C.
  - FLIGHT 77 PENTAGON
  - JIM LAYCHAK